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The full solution for the NY Times July 05, 2020 puzzle is shown below. Today's puzzle is edited by Will Shortz and created by Laura Taylor Kinnel. Tips are grouped in the order in which they appear. The answers you see below, do not solve the tip, just click on the tip and display all possible solutions of this will take you
to the article. Nytimes Crossword puzzles are fun and quite difficult to play and solve them gives us quite a sense of success. Daily Puzzle can sometimes get very difficult to solve. Our cross-player community is here, always able to solve all the New York Times crossword puzzles, so whenever you need some help, just
remember to place our website. Along with today's crossword puzzles, you will also find answers to previous nyt puzzles published in recent days. Go home for another Ny Times Crossword Solution. Go home for more Ny Times Crossword Answers. Today's puzzle is available there along with all possible solutions and
explanations. Go to the contact page when facing challenges with puzzles or our website and please leave us a message! Bill time: 9m 28s Bill errors: 0 Guar gum is a powder extracted from guar beans. About 80% of the world's supply of guar gum comes from India. It is often used mainly in the food industry, rather than
gluten in gluten-free recipes and products. 19 Former Houston hockey team : AEROS The Aeros was a professional ice hockey team based in Houston, Texas, until 2013. Houston Aeros was added to the International Hockey League in 1994. The franchise was named after the World Hockey Association's team for the
Houston Aeros seventys, gordie Howe. He became the Iowa Wild when the team moved to Des Moines in 2013. 20 Illustrations, for example: Abbr. : SYN Illustration and sample synonymous (syns.). 21 Advertising time filler, briefly : PSA Public Service Announcement (PSA) 22 Half of an interrogation team : BAD COP
Good cop ... Bad cop. 24 Estonian neighbors : LETTS Latvia is one of the former Soviet Socialist Republics (SSR). Latvian people are called Letts. Estonia is one of the former Soviet Socialist Republics and is located in Northern Europe on the Baltic Sea in the south of Finland. Estonia has been overrun and ruled by
various empires over the centuries. The country is one of the most important countries of the 20th century. Estonia II, however, has flourished again as an independent country since the collapse of the USSR in 1991. 26 The first American film in which a toilet flush (1960) : PSYCHO Classic Alfred Hitchcock thriller
Psycho is based on a 1959 novel of the same name by Robert Bloch, released in 1960. Bloch novel in turn Based on the true crimes committed by the killer and grave robber Ed Gein. The heroine's name is Mary Crane in the novel, but that name has been changed to Marion Crane in the film. Marion Crane, played by
Janet Leigh, died in a famous and terrifying shower scene 37 Deco design big name : ERTE Erté was nicknamed French (Born russian) artist and designer Romain de Tirtoff. Erté is a French pronunciation of the initials R.T. Erté's diverse portfolio of works included costumes and sets for the 1923 productions of Ziegfeld
Follies, the Paris cabaret show Folies Bergèrein, and the epic 1925 film Ben-Hur. Erté's most famous work yet is an image called the Black Symphony. It depicts a tall, thin woman dressed in black, holding a black dog on a taser. 39 Struck out : DELED Dele editorial instruction to delete something from a document, and
is usually written in red. 47 Words with nursing or education : BRA word brassière originates in French, but using French for a bra is not a word. In France, what we call a bra is known as soutien-gorge and translates as being kept under the neck. The word brassière is really used in France but there explains a baby's
underpass, a life saver or harness. Brassière comes from the old French word for arm protector in military uniform (bras are sleeves in French). It then means brassière chest and from there the word was used for a kind of female corset. The word was splashed in English around 1900. 50 Color Touch : Tinct for TINCT is
to add a small color for something. The term Tinct is ultimately derived from the Latin tingere, i.e. the verb painting. 51 Making a living pushing a non-drug: PHARMA REP big Pharma is a nickname for the pharmaceutical industry. Monker comes with acronym for lobby group for industry, Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America (PhRMA). 56 Good soil : LOESS Loess silt in wind blown accumulation. The word originated in German and was first used to describe silt throughout the Valley of the Ren. Down 1 Kashmiri Sources : GOATS Cashmere wool comes not only from Kashmiri goats, but also from other species of
goats. Technically, cashmere isn't really a wool, it's a hair. Unlike hair, wool grows elastic and in clusters. 4 Large quantity : RAFT A large amount of a raft, which means the same thing on the shelf in Middle English. 5 As Albus Dumbledore after the second Harry Potter film : RECAST Professor Albus Dumbledore in the
Harry Potter universe, principal of the school for magicians called Hogwarts. Dumbledore's specialties are non-verbal spells and alchemy. Author J. K. Rowling chose the name dumbledore because it is an early English word for a bumblebee. Apparently, he was imagining her walking around, mumbling to herself. 8
Poindexter : DWEEB Dweeb out of college life relatively new American slang Sixties. Dweeb, square pants, cow; They're all unpleasant terms that mean the same thing, so he's extremely hardworking and socially incompetent. Poindexter is a character on the television show Felix the Cat, which aired in the late '50s. He
is a type, wearing a lab coat with thick lenses and glasses. The character gives his name to the term poindexter, that is, only one. 14 Daffy Duck, in particular : LISPER Daffy Duck first appeared on screen in 1937 in porky's duck hunt. In the original cartoon, Daffy was supposed to be just a minor role, but it was a huge hit
as there were so many sass. Even back then, Daffy was voiced by the no-sleeper Mel Blanc. 15 Valet speakers : GRADS A farewell is an act of getting permission to say goodbye from the Latin valet dicered. An example of a farewell is your actual word at the end of the letter. And, farewell (already here in the U.S.) in a
graduation class selected to say the last words at the graduation ceremony, a farewell for the student, his classmates. Punditry 27 Bit : OP-ED Op-ed is an acronym for opposite the editorial page. The op-eds began in 1921 when the page opposite the editorials in The New York Evening World was used for articles
written by a guest writer independent of the editorial board. An expert is a knowledgeable person who can open for an idea. Pundit is derived from the Hindi word payndit. 28 ___ Death, motion from Peer Gynt : ASE's Ase's Death Edvard Grieg is a move in the beautiful Peer Gynt suite. The suite is a collection of
incidental music composed by Grieg for Ibsen's play of the same name. Ase is the widow of a peasant and the mother of Peer Gynt. Henrik Ibsen's Peer Gynt is based on the Scandinavian fairy tale Per Gynte. Incidental music for the game, written by Edvard Grieg, is some of the most approachable classical music ever
written, at least in my humble opinion ... 47 Project Runway cable channel : BRAVO Project Runway is a reality show hosted by model Heidi Klum. In the show, contestants compete by offering limited time and material garment designs. Project Runway is now a worldwide franchise. North of the border, show Project
Runway canada and hosted by supermodel Iman. The project to show in the UK is known as Catwalk and has hosted many of them, including Elizabeth Hurley and Kelly Osbourne. 50 Ankle Bone : TALI The collection of seven bones located just below the ankle is known as tarsus. One of these bones is talus (plul
secondary), more commonly called ankle bone. Talus is the lower part of the ankle joint and is expressed by the lower ends of the tibia and fibula in the lower leg. 52 You need the appropriate amount of wiring room for the activity : HULA Hula is a native dance of Hawaii that uses arm movements to relate a story. This it
can be done while sitting (dancing a noho) or standing (luna dancing). 1 Gum producing plant : GUAR 5 Addition to compost heap : RIND 9 Rush home? : FRAT 13 Store discount come-on : NOW SALE! 15 ___-Turkish War (post-W.W. I conflict) : GRECO 16 None of my business : AS IF I CARE17 AL 2 : RETRY 18 Not
true! : IT'S A LIE! 19 Former Houston hockey team : AEROS 20 Illustration, for example: Abbr. : SYN 21 Name time filler, briefly : PSA 22 Half of an interrogation team : BAD COP 24 Estonian neighbors : LETTS 26 The first American film which flushed a toilet (1960) : PSYCHO 28 Equal distance : FAR 31 Cry at a
surprise birthday party: HIDE! 33 Shut (up) : COOP 34 Quick pull one : SCAM 35 Chill : RELAX 36 Where can a farm go : LOBE 37 Deco design big name : ERTE 38 Hipsteresque, in a way : ARTY 39 Struck out : DELED 40 AAA designated bond as : SAFEST 42 A-listers : STARS 44 Minor mischief makers : PIXIES 46
Fernando or Felipe, once : REY 47 Word with nursing or training : BRA 50 Color Touch : TINCT 51 To make a living by pushing medicines, informal : PHARMA REP 54 Contend : ARGUE 55 Solid evidence? : AUDIO TAPE 56 Good soil : LOESS 57 Stay with a friend, say : REST 58 RELATED : What reology is in RE 59
: MARS 60 Synthetic fiber, briefly : POLY POLY
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